
Social skills worksheets Autism

Use the reinforcement techniques, and praise to effectively reinforce the desired
Social behavior among your children.

● Reinforce pro-social behavior. Whenever your kid is playing, ask him to
seek permission before touching other’s toys and the other rules of
playing.

● Indulge the child in play and make him hug and kiss his stuffed toys. Use
observational learning to teach your kid’s social norms.

● Use modeling to teach your kid social interaction, turn-taking, and
reciprocity skills.

● Use visual cards and movies to make your child learn how to talk and
express their emotions. Use harts, diagrams, and images.

● Use cartoons and social stories as a tool to make your child learn social
rules and societal norms

● Engage with your child in role-playing, Model the behavior that you want
your child to learn and do in front of him.

● If your child is too shy and quiet then arrange different activities that
refocused on the social skills or any other particular theme that you want
your child to learn.

● Identify that which friend and teachers can support ad help you in
teaching your kids manners and norms. Ask for their help. Connect your
child with them.

● Try to understand what your child loves to do and add the social skills
training in it, use your child’s strengths ad focus on them rather than only
trying to teach him and make him something that he is not and doesn’t
enjoy doing.

● Divide the social skills, e.g if he has to sit at a table at the diner time, then
ask him to sit for at least 5 minutes, and then you can gradually increase
the time.

● If nothing works, then indulge your child in social skills training
programs, that are available professionally to make your child learn
effective social skills.
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